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BALANCED SQUEEZED COMPLEXES
MARTINA JUHNKE-KUBITZKE AND UWE NAGEL
ABSTRACT. Given any order idealU consisting of color-squarefree monomials involving vari-
ables with d colors, we associate to it a balanced pd´1q-dimensional simplicial complex ∆balpUq
that we call a balanced squeezed complex. In fact, these complexes have properties similar to
squeezed balls as introduced by Kalai and the more general squeezed complexes of [JKN20]. We
show that any balanced squeezed complex is vertex-decomposable and that its flag h-vector can
be read off from the underlying order ideal. Moreover, we describe explicitly its Stanley-Reisner
ideal I∆balpUq. If U is also shifted, we determine the multigraded generic initial ideal of I∆balpUq
and establish that the balanced squeezed complex ∆balpUq has the same graded Betti numbers as
the complex obtained from color-shifting it. We also introduce a class of color-squarefree mono-
mial ideals that may be viewed as a generalization of the classical squarefree stable monomial
ideals and show that their graded Betti numbers can be read off from their minimal generators.
Moreover, we develop some tools for computing graded Betti numbers.
1. INTRODUCTION
In [Kal88], Kalai introduced a large class of triangulated balls, called squeezed balls, with
remarkable properties. In [JKN20], the authors extended Kalai’s construction by associating to
any shifted order ideal a family of simplical complexes, called squeezed complexes, with similar
properties. Here we introduce a construction that produces balanced simplicial complexes that
still have many of these properties. A balanced complex, as originally introduced by Stanley
[Sta79], is a simplicial complex whose 1-skeleton admits a “minimal” coloring. Examples of
balanced complexes include barycentric subdivisions of regular CW-complexes, Coxeter com-
plexes, and Tits buildings. In recent years, they have been studied extensively and many results,
in particular from the area of classical face enumeration, have been shown to possess a balanced
analogue (see e.g., [GKN11, IKN17, JKM18, JKMNS18, JKV18]).
Given an integer d ą 0 and a vector m “ pm1, . . . ,mdq of non-negative integers, let Ppd,mq
be a polynomial ring with variables x1,1, . . .x1,m1 , . . . ,xd,1, . . . ,xd,md over a field K. We say that
a variable xi, j has color i. A squarefree monomialU P Ppd,mq is said to be color-squarefree if
it is divisible by at most one variable of each color. A color-squarefree monomial order ideal U
of Ppd,mq is a finite setU of color-squarefree monomials satisfying the following conditions:
(i) U is closed under divisibility;
(ii) 1,x1,1, . . .x1,m1 , . . . ,xd,1, . . . ,xd,md PU .
In general, Condition (ii) is not assumed. However, it is convenient (and harmless).
A color-squarefree monomial order idealU is said to be shifted if it also satisfies:
(iii) any variable xk,ℓ dividing a monomial in U can be replaced by a variable xk, j of the
same color with ℓă j ď mk to obtain another monomial inU .
Given any color-squarefree monomial order ideal U of Ppd,mq, we construct a balanced
pd´ 1q-dimensional simplical complex ∆balpUq on a vertex set corresponding to the variables
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of Ppd,m`p1, . . . ,1qq and call it the balanced squeezed complex to U (see Definition 3.1). It
is defined by a description of its facets and shares several properties with squeezed balls. More
precisely, any balanced squeezed complex∆balpUq is vertex-decomposable and as such shellable
(see Theorem 3.8). As a consequence, we show that ∆balpUq has the same flag h-vector as U .
Namely, for any subset S of t1, . . . ,du, the number hSp∆balpUqq counts the number of monomials
inU whose color support is S. Here, the color support of a monomial u“ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js PPpd,mq
with i1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă is is defined as cSupppuq “ ti1, . . . , isu. In addition, we explicitly describe the
Stanley-Reisner ideal of ∆balpUq (see Theorem 3.15). Remarkably, and this is in contrast to
the situation for general squeezed balls and complexes, all these results do not require U to be
shifted.
We are also interested in the multigraded generic initial ideal of the Stanley-Reisner ideal of
∆balpUq. If U is a shifted color-squarefree monomial order ideal, the mentioned multigraded
gin turns out to be a strongly color-stable ideal in the sense of Murai [Mur08] and can be
immediately read off fromU (see Theorem 4.2).
As an extension of the classical algebraic shifting (see, e.g., [Kal02]), Babson and Novik
introduced color-shifting in [BN06]. It associates to any balanced simplicial complex Γ a color-
shifted balanced complex rΓ by passing from the Stanley-Reisner ideal of Γ first to its strongly
color-stable multigraded generic initial ideal and then to another squarefree monomial ideal,
which is by definition the Stanley-Reisner ideal of rΓ. By the main result in [Mur08], the Z-
graded Betti numbers of Γ are bounded above by the Z-graded Betti numbers of rΓ. We establish
that for a color-squarefree shifted monomial order ideal U the Z-graded Betti numbers of its
balanced squeezed complex ∆balpUq and the ones of the complex Č∆balpUq obtained by color-
shifting coincide (see Theorem 5.14).
We also consider generalizations of strongly color-stable ideals and (classical) squarefree
stable monomial ideals. More precisely, we introduce color-squarefree monomial ideals that
are strongly color-stable across colors or color-squarefree stable across colors. The former class
of ideals is defined to satisfy a stronger exchange property than strongly color-stable ideals
(see Section 2 for the precise definition). These ideals are in one-to-one correspondence to
color-squarefree monomial order ideals that are shifted across colors, a similar notion that is
stronger than just being shifted. We also characterize their balanced squeezed complexes (see
Proposition 4.7). The second class of ideals may be viewed as a multigraded (or colored)
generalization of squarefree stable monomial ideals in the standard setting (of one color). The
class of these ideals includes every color-squarefree monomial ideal that is strongly color-stable
across colors. As for squarefree stable monomial ideals (see [EK90]), we show that the Zd-
graded Betti numbers of any squarefree monomial ideal that is color-squarefree stable across
colors can be read off from its minimal generators (see Corollary 5.5).
Now we describe the organization of this article. After reviewing some basic concepts and
results in the following section, we define balanced squeezed complexes in Section 3. There
we establish that any such complex is vertex-decomposable and describe its Stanley-Reisner
ideal. These results are used in Section 4 in order to determine explicitly the multigraded
generic initial ideal when one starts with a shifted color-squarefree monomial order ideal. In
Section 5 we investigate graded Betti numbers. There we determine the graded Betti numbers
of any color-squarefree monomial ideal that is color-squarefree stable across colors, and we
establish the preservation of Z-graded Betti numbers when passing from the balanced squeezed
complex of a shifted color-squarefree monomial order ideal to its color-shifted complex. The
latter result is a consequence of a more general fact that may be of independent interest. Namely,
given any color-squarefree monomial ideal I Ă Ppd,mq, define a squarefree monomial ideal
I1 Ă Ppd,m`p1, . . . ,1qq by adding to the extension ideal of I in Ppd,m`p1, . . . ,1qq the ideal
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generated by all products of two variables of the same color. This ideal I1 can be minimally
resolved by iterated mapping cones from a suitable long exact sequence (see Theorem 5.8). A
variant of this result (see Proposition 5.9) may be viewed as colored version of Theorem 2.1 in
[MPS08] about resolving the sum of a squarefree monomial ideal and the ideal generated by
the squares of all variables.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Strongly color-stable ideals and color-squarefree shifted order ideals. We start by fix-
ing some notation. Given a non-negative integer d P N and a vectorm “ pm1, . . . ,mdq P N
d we
write Ppd,mq for the polynomial ring in variables x1,1, . . .x1,m1, . . . ,xd,1, . . . ,xd,md over a field
K. We often refer to the variables xi,1, . . . ,xi,di as variables of color i. We will consider the
following total ordering on the variables of Ppd,mq. We let xi, j ĺ xk,ℓ if iă k or i“ k and j ă ℓ.
If one writes the variables into a matrix (adding zeros at the end of rows if necessary), then
xk,ℓ is larger than all variables to the left or in the same column but below. Furthermore, for a
monomial ideal I, we denote by GpIq the set of monomial minimal generators of I.
A monomial u “ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js is called color-squarefree if i1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă is. In other words,
u is squarefree and it is divisible by at most one variable of each color. E.g., the monomial
x1,1x1,2 is squarefree but not color-squarefree. We use Monpd,mq and Monc-sqfreepd,mq to
denote the set of monomials and color-squarefree monomials in Ppd,mq, respectively. Note
that whenever u PMonc-sqfreepd,mq and v divides u, then also v PMonc-sqfreepd,mq, i.e., the set
Monc-sqfreepd,mq is closed under taking divisors. With this we can define a color-squarefree
monomial order ideal U to be a monomial order ideal contained in Monc-sqfreepd,mq. In other
words, U is a subset of Monc-sqfreepd,mq that is closed under taking divisors, i.e., whenever
u PU and v divides u, then v PU . Observe that any non-empty monomial order ideal contains
the monomial 1. Moreover, all color-squarefree monomial order ideals of Monc-sqfreepd,mq are
finite by definition. In the following, we will always assume that a color-squarefree monomial
order ideal contains all the variables x1,1, . . . ,x1,m1 , . . . ,xd,1, . . . ,xd,md . A monomial order ideal
U ĂMonc-sqfreepd,mq is called color-squarefree shifted if it is color-squarefree and with each
monomial xk,ℓ ¨u PU also the monomial xk, j ¨u lies in U whenever j ě ℓ. If in addition xi, j ¨u
lies inU for every monomial xk,ℓ ¨u PU whenever xk,ℓ ĺ xi, j and xi, j ¨u PMonc-sqfreepd,mq, then
U is called color-squarefree shifted across colors. In other words, U is shifted with respect to
ĺ in the usual sense as long as one does not leave Monc-sqfreepd,mq.
Following [Mur08] we call a monomial ideal I Ď Ppd,mq strongly color-stable if for all
xk,ℓ ¨ u P I and j ă ℓ we also have xk, j ¨ u P I. We say that a monomial ideal I Ď Ppd,mq is
strongly color-stable across colors if it is strongly color-stable and for all xk,ℓ ¨ u P I that are
color-squarefree and xi, j ĺ xk,ℓ such that xi, j ¨u is color-squarefree, we also have xi, j ¨u P I.
It is easy to see that color-squarefree monomial order ideals in Ppd,mq and monomial ideals
in Ppd,mq containing the ideal px1,1, . . . ,x1,m1q
2 ` ¨¨ ¨ ` pxd,1, . . . ,xd,mdq
2 are in one-to-one-
correspondence. Moreover, similar to the classical situation for shifted monomial order ideals
and strongly stable ideals, under this correspondence, color-squarefree shifted monomial order
ideals are mapped to strongly color-stable ideals. In order to describe the correspondence we
recall Definition 2.5 from [JKN20].
Definition 2.1. Let U Ď Monpd,mq be a monomial order ideal. Then IpUq is the monomial
ideal of Ppd,mq that is generated by the monomials in Monpd,mqzU .
To simplify notation, we set mi “ pxi,1, . . . ,xi,miq for 1 ď i ď d and fixed m P N
d . We further
denote by dmaxpUq and dmaxpIpUqq the maximal degree of a monomial in U and a minimal
generator of IpUq, respectively. We can now state the mentioned correspondence.
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Lemma 2.2. Let U Ď Ppd,mq be a monomial order ideal. Then U is color-squarefree shifted
(across colors) if and only if IpUq is strongly color-stable (across colors) and m21`¨¨ ¨`m
2
d Ď
IpUq. Moreover,
2ď dmaxpIpUqq ď dmaxpUq`1.
Proof. For the first statement, we note that U is color-squarefree if and only if pm21` ¨¨ ¨ `
m
2
dqXU “ H, i.e., m
2
1` ¨¨ ¨ `m
2
d Ď IpUq. Assume that U is color-squarefree shifted across
colors. Let xk,ℓ ¨u P IpUq be a color-squarefree monomial and let xi, j ĺ xk,ℓ be such that xi, j ¨u is
color-squarefree. If xi, j ¨u R IpUq, then xi, j ¨u PU and sinceU is color-squarefree shifted across
colors, we have xk,ℓ ¨u PU , which yields a contradiction. Hence, IpUq is strongly color-stable
across colors. The other direction follows from the same arguments. The statement forU being
only color-squarefree shifted follows in the same way.
The second statement is Lemma 2.6 (i) from [JKN20]. 
Example 2.3. Let U “ t1,x1,1,x1,2,x2,1,x2,2,x1,2x2,2u Ď Pp2, p2,2qq. It is easy to check that U
is a color-squarefree shifted order ideal with dmaxpUq “ 2 and
(2.1) IpUq “ xx21,1,x
2
1,2,x
2
2,1,x
2
2,2,x1,1x1,2,x1,1x2,1,x1,1x2,2,x1,2x2,1,x2,1x2,2y.
We observe that any monomial of degree 3 monomial in Pp2, p2,2qq is divisible by one of the
degree 2 monomials on the right-hand side of (2.1). Hence, dmaxpIpUqq “ 2.
The previous example shows that, in contrast to the classical setting, it is not necessarily
true that dmaxpIpUqq “ dmaxpUq` 1, if U is color-squarefree shifted [JKN20, Lemma 2.6 (ii)].
Indeed, as the next example shows, we can even have dmaxpIpUqq “ 2 independent of dmaxpUq.
Example 2.4. The set Monc-sqfreepd,mq of all color-squarefree monomials of Ppd,mq is clearly
a color-squarefree shifted monomial order ideal with dmaxpMonc-sqfreepd,mqq “ d. Moreover,
since any non-color-squarefree monomial of arbitrary degree is divisible by a non-color-square-
free monomial of degree 2, it follows that the minimal generators of IpMonc-sqfreepd,mqq are
the non-color-squarefree monomials in Monpd,mq of degree 2, i.e., the degree 2 monomials in
Monpd,mqzMonc-sqfreepd,mq. Hence, dmaxpIpMonc-sqfreepd,mqqq “ 2.
2.2. Combinatorics of simplicial complexes. We recall basic facts on simplicial complexes,
including some of their combinatorial properties. We refer to [Sta84] for more details.
Given a finite set V , an (abstract) simplicial complex ∆ on the vertex set V is a collection of
subsets of V that is closed under inclusion. Throughout this paper, all simplicial complexes are
assumed to be finite. Elements of ∆ are called faces of ∆ and inclusion-maximal faces are called
facets of ∆. The dimension of a face F P ∆ is its cardinality minus one, and the dimension of ∆
is defined as dim∆ :“maxtdimF : F P ∆u. 0-dimensional and 1-dimensional faces are called
vertices and edges, respectively. A simplicial complex ∆ is pure if all its facets have the same
dimension. The link of a face F P ∆ is the subcomplex
lk∆pFq “ tG P ∆ : GXF “H, GYF P ∆u.
Wewill write lk∆pvq for the link of a vertex v. The deletion ∆zF of a face F P∆ from ∆ describes
the simplicial complex ∆ outside of F:
∆zF “ tG P ∆ : F Ę Gu.
For subsets F1, . . . ,Fm of a finite set V , we denote by xF1, . . . ,Fmy the smallest simplicial com-
plex containing F1, . . . ,Fm, i.e.,
xF1, . . . ,Fmy “ tG ĎV : GĎ Fi for some 1ď iď mu.
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Given a pd´1q-dimensional simplicial complex∆, we let fip∆q denote the number of i-dimensional
faces of ∆ and we call f p∆q “ p f´1p∆q, f0p∆q, . . . , fd´1p∆qq the f -vector of ∆. The h-vector
hp∆q “ ph0p∆q,h1p∆q, . . . ,hdp∆qq of ∆ is defined via the relation
dÿ
i“0
fi´1p∆qpt´1q
d´i “
dÿ
i“0
hip∆qt
d´i.
We now consider several relevant combinatorial properties of simplicial complexes.
Definition 2.5. Let ∆ be a pure simplicial complex.
(i) ∆ is called shellable if there exists an ordering F1, . . . ,Fn of the facets of ∆ such that for
each 1 ă i ď n the intersection xFiyX
´Ťi´1
j“1xFjy
¯
is generated by a non-empty set of
maximal proper faces of xFiy.
(ii) ∆ is called vertex-decomposable if either ∆ “ tHu or there exists a vertex v P ∆, a
so-called shedding vertex, such that lk∆pvq and ∆ztvu are vertex-decomposable.
It is well-known [PB80] that vertex-decomposability is a stronger property than shellability.
The main focus in this article lies on balanced complexes, which were originally introduced
by Stanley under the name completely balanced complexes [Sta79]. We say that a pd ´ 1q-
dimensional simplicial complex ∆ on vertex set V is balanced if its 1-skeleton is d-colorable,
i.e., there is a (d-coloring) map κ : V Ñ rds such that κpuq ‰ κpvq for any edge tu,vu P ∆. In
other words, an r-coloring corresponds to a partition V1 9Y¨¨ ¨ 9YVr of V such that #pF XViq ď 1
for all F P ∆ and 1 ď i ď r. We often refer to the set Vi as set of vertices of color i. From now
on, we will always assume that ∆ is endowed with a fixed coloring map κ : V Ñ rds and use
this map. For a subset S Ď rds, we set
fSp∆q “ #tF P ∆ : κpFq “ Su,
where fHp∆q “ 1, and
hSp∆q “
ÿ
TĎS
p´1q#pSzT q fT p∆q.
The vectors p fSp∆q : S Ď rdsq and phSp∆q : S Ď rdsq are called the flag f -vector and the
flag h-vector of ∆, respectively. The usual f - and h-vector can be recovered from their flag
counterparts as follows:
fi´1p∆q “
ÿ
SĎrds,#S“i
fSp∆q and hip∆q “
ÿ
SĎrds,#S“i
hSp∆q
for 0ď iď d. In the following, we consider a pd´1q-dimensional balanced, vertex-decomposable
simplicial complex ∆ with shedding vertex v. Restricting the d-coloring of ∆ to the vertex set of
lk∆pvq and ∆zv, it is obvious that lk∆pvq is balanced and so is ∆zv, either of dimension d´1 or
d´2. It is easy to see that the flag f -vector of ∆ can be computed via the following recursion:
ForH‰ S Ď rds one has
(2.2) fSp∆q “
#
fSp∆ztvuq` fSplk∆pvqq, if κpvq R Su
fSp∆ztvuq` fSztκpvquplk∆pvqq, otherwise,
which simplifies to
fSp∆q “ fSp∆ztvuq` fSztκpvquplk∆pvqq for anyH‰ S Ď rds.
Using the relations between flag f - and h-vectors this immediately translates into:
(2.3) hSp∆q “ hSp∆ztvuq`hSztκpvquplk∆pvqq for anyH‰ S Ď rds.
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We want to remark that (2.2) and (2.3) have straightforward specializations to the usual f - and
h-vectors.
As in the previous section, let d P N and m P Nd . For 1 ď i ď d let Vi “ t1
piq,2piq, . . . , pmi`
1qpiqu and let V “
Ťd
i“1Vi. Following [BN06] and [Mur08], we call a balanced simplicial com-
plex ∆ on vertex set V “
Ťd
i“1Vi color-shifted if whenever F P ∆ and j
piq P F it also holds that
Fzt jpiquYtkpiqu P ∆ for all mi`1ě k ě j. If, in addition Fzt j
piquYtkpℓqu P ∆ for all d ě ℓą i
and all 1ď k ď mℓ`1, then ∆ is called color-shifted across colors.
Given a pd´ 1q-dimensional balanced simplicial complex ∆ on vertex set V (as above) with
coloring map κ :V Ñrds there is a natural way to associate a finite setUp∆q of color-squarefree
monomials to it by taking the monomials given by
ź
jpiqPF
xi, j for F P ∆. Obviously, this construc-
tion can be reversed andUp∆q is a monomial order ideal with
(2.4) fip∆q “ #tu PUp∆q : degpuq “ i`1u for all´1ď iď d´1.
The aim of this article is to provide and study a construction that, given a color-squarefree
order ideal U on d color classes, generates a pd´ 1q-dimensional balanced simplicial complex
∆balpUq such that the right-hand side in (2.4) equals hi`1p∆balpUqq. This will be the content of
the next section.
3. BALANCED SQUEEZED COMPLEXES AND THEIR COMBINATORIAL PROPERTIES
In this section, given a shifted color-squarefree monomial order idealU ĂMonc-sqfreepd,mq,
we construct from it a pd´ 1q-dimensional balanced simplicial complex ∆balpUq on vertex set
V p∆balq “
Ťd
i“1Vi, where Vi is the set of vertices of color i and #Vi “ mi` 1 for 1 ď i ď d. We
call ∆balpUq the balanced squeezed complex associated to U . The name is inspired by the so-
called squeezed balls due to Kalai [Kal88] and more generally, the squeezed complexes from
[JKN20], which can be associated to any shifted order ideal and which will be seen to share a
lot of common properties with our new construction. One of the main differences however is
that in the balanced setting, most of the results hold without the assumption of shiftedness. We
will study combinatorial properties of those complexes in Section 3.1 and their Stanley-Reisner
ideals in Section 3.2.
3.1. Combinatorics of balanced squeezed complexes. We start with the crucial definition.
Definition 3.1. Let d P N and m “ pm1, . . . ,mdq P N
d
ě0. Let Vi “ t1
piq,2piq, . . . , pmi` 1q
piqu for
1ď iď d.
(i) For u“ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js PMonc-sqfreepd,mq let
Fdpuq “ t j
pi1q
1 , . . . , j
pisq
s uYtpm j`1q
p jq : j P rdszti1, . . . , isuu Ď
dď
i“1
Vi.
(ii) LetU ĎMonc-sqfreepd,mq be a finite set of color-squarefree monomials. Define ∆balpUq
to be the pd´1q-dimensional simplicial complex, whose facets are given by Fdpuq for
u PU . We call ∆balpUq the balanced complex associated toU .
(iii) IfU is a color-squarefree order ideal, then we say that ∆balpUq is balanced squeezed.
We illustrate the previous definition with an example which will serve as our running example
throughout this article.
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Example 3.2. LetU be the smallest shifted color-squarefree monomial order ideal inPp3, p2,2,2qq
containing x1,2x2,2x3,2, i.e.,
U “ t1,x1,1,x1,2,x2,1,x2,2,x3,1,x3,2,x1,2x2,2,x1,2x3,2,x2,2x3,2,x1,2x2,2x3,2u.
Writing abc for ta,b,cu, the facets of ∆balpUq are given by
3p1q3p2q3p3q, 1p1q3p2q3p3q, 2p1q3p2q3p3q, 3p1q1p2q3p3q, 3p1q2p2q3p3q, 3p1q3p2q1p3q,
3p1q3p2q2p3q, 2p1q2p2q3p3q, 2p1q3p2q2p3q, 3p1q2p2q2p3q, 2p1q2p2q2p3q,
where we list the facets in the order corresponding to the order of the monomials inU .
The next easy lemma justifies the occurrence of the word balanced in part (ii) and (iii) of
Definition 3.1.
Lemma 3.3. Let d P N, m “ pm1, . . . ,mdq P N
d and let U Ď Monc-sqfreepd,mq be a finite set
of color-squarefree monomials. Then, ∆balpUq is a pd ´ 1q-dimensional balanced simplicial
complex. The vertices of ∆balpUq of color i form a (possibly proper) subset of Vi.
Proof. As #Fdpuq “ degpuq´ pd´ degpuqq “ d we have dim∆balpUq “ d ´ 1. Moreover, by
definition of Fdpuq we have that #pFdpuqXViq “ 1 for any u PU and 1 ď i ď d, which directly
implies that ∆balpUq is balanced. 
Example 3.4. Let m “ p1, . . . ,1q P Nd be the vector whose entries are all equal to one, and
let U Ď Ppd,mq be the monomial order ideal containing all color-squarefree monomials in
Monpd,mq, i.e., U “Monc-sqfreepd,mq. We note that U is color-squarefree shifted. It is easy
to see that the balanced squeezed complex associated to U is the boundary complex of the
d-dimensional cross-polytope on vertex set t1p1q,2p1q, . . . ,1pdq,2pdqu. Indeed, the only non-
faces of the d-dimensional cross-polytope Cd on vertex set t1
p1q,2p1q, . . . ,1pdq,2pdqu are those,
which would destroy balancedness, i.e., t1piq,2piqu for 1 ď i ď d. Since ∆balpUq is balanced by
Lemma 3.3 those are also missing faces of ∆balpUq, which implies that ∆balpUq is a subcomplex
ofCd . Moreover, we have
Fdpxi1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis,1q “ t1
pi1q, . . . ,1pisquYt2p jq : j P rdszti1, . . . , isuu,
from which it follows that any face ofCd belongs to ∆balpUq.
This implies that any color-squarefree order ideal in Ppd,mq gives rise to a balanced complex,
that is a subcomplex ofCd on vertex set t1
p1q,2p1q, . . . ,1pdq,2pdqu.
Before we focus on the case of color-squarefree order ideals, we collect several immediate
properties of ∆balpUq for generalU .
Lemma 3.5. Let d PN, m “ pm1, . . . ,mdq P N
d
ě0 and letH‰U ĎMonc-sqfreepd,mq be a finite
set of color-squarefree monomials. Then
(i) fd´1p∆balpUqq “ h0p∆balpUqq` ¨ ¨ ¨`hdp∆balpUqq “ #U.
(ii) Every element of
Ťd
i“1Vi is a vertex of ∆balpUq if and only if for each variable xi, j P
Ppd,mq there exists a monomial u PU that is divisible by xi, j and for each color 1 ď
iď d there exists a monomial u PU not divisible by any variable of color i.
Proof. Part (i) is immediate since Fdpuq ‰ Fdpvq for u,v PU with u‰ v.
For part (ii), let jpiq PVi. We have j
piq P∆balpUq if and only if there exists u“ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js PU
with
jpiq P Fdpuq “ t j
pi1q
1 , . . . , j
pisq
s uYtpmℓ`1q
pℓq : ℓ P rdszti1, . . . , isuu.
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If 1 ď j ď mi this is the case if and only if j
piq P t ji11 , . . . , j
pisq
s u, i.e., xi, j divides u. If j “ mi`1,
then jpiq P tpmℓ ` 1q
pℓq : ℓ P rdszti1, . . . , isuu, i.e., u is not divisible by any variable of color
i. 
We note that the balanced simplicial complexes that are obtained from Definition 3.1 when
U satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3.5 (ii) will have a cone point if and only if there exists
a color class in Ppd,mq of size 0, that is there exists 1 ď i ď d with mi “ 0. Though from a
combinatorial point of view this case is hence rather uninteresting, for technical reasons it will
be convenient to allow mi “ 0 (e.g., to simplify the statement in Lemma 3.7). In the following,
we will restrict our attention to the situation in Lemma 3.5 (ii). This includes any finite color-
squarefree set U ĎMonc-sqfreepd,mq with 1 PU and xi, j PU for all 1 ď i ď d and 1 ď j ď mi
and in particular all finite color-squarefree order ideals (containing all the variables).
It was shown in [Kal88] and [JKN20] that squeezed and more generally t-squeezed com-
plexes are vertex decomposable and that their h-vector is given by the right-hand side of (2.4).
In the following, we will show that this is also true for balanced squeezed complexes, even if
U is an order ideal which is not necessarily shifted. Moreover, the corresponding multigraded
version of this statement on the level of flag h-vectors is also true. The proof strategy follows
the same lines as in [JKN20].
Lemma 3.6. Let dě 2, U ĎPpd,mq be a color-squarefree order ideal and let rU “tu PU : x1,1 ¨
u PUu. Then
lk∆balpUqp1
p1qq “ xFdpuqztpm1`1q
p1qu : u P rUy.
In particular, lk∆balpUqp1
p1qq is combinatorially isomorphic to the balanced complex of rU con-
sidered as color-squarefree order ideal in Ppd´1, pm2, . . . ,mdqq.
Proof. We first note that since ∆balpUq is pure, so is lk∆balpUqp1
p1qq. A facet Fdpuq P ∆balpUq
contains the vertex 1p1q if and only if x1,1 divides u. Hence,
lk∆balpUqp1
p1qq “ xFdpu ¨ x1,1qzt1
p1qu : u P rUy.
Since Fdpu ¨ x1,1qzt1
p1qu “ Fdpuqztpm1` 1q
p1qu, the claim follows. As every monomial in U is
divisible by at most one variable of color 1, the “In particular”-part holds. 
We remark that the proof of Lemma 3.6 works for any vertex ipℓq with 1ď ℓď d and 1ď iď
mℓ. In other words,
lk∆balpUqpi
pℓqq “ xFdpuqztpmℓ`1q
pℓqu : u PU such that xℓ,i ¨u PUy.
For the deletion the following statement is true.
Lemma 3.7. Let U Ď Ppd,mq be a color-squarefree order ideal. Let i such that mi ě 1 and let
Uˆ “ tu PU : xi,1 ∤ uu. Then
∆balpUqzt1
piqu “ xFdpuq : u P Uˆy.
In particular, ∆balpUqzt1
p1qu is isomorphic to the balanced complex of Uˆ considered as color-
squarefree order ideal in Ppd, pm1, . . . ,mi´1,mi´1,mi`1, . . . ,mdqq.
Proof. Let u P Uˆ , i.e., xi,1 ∤ u. Since mi ě 1, it follows that 1
piq R Fdpuq and hence Fdpuq P
∆balpUqzt1
piqu. This shows the containment of the right-hand side in the left-hand side of the
above equation.
In order to show the reverse containment it suffices to show that ∆balpUqzt1
piqu is pure and of
the same dimension as ∆balpUq. First note that, 1 P Uˆ and by the just shown containment Fdp1q P
∆balpUqzt1
piqu. Hence, dimp∆balpUqzt1
piquq “ dim∆balpUq “ d´ 1, as required. Assume by
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contradiction that there exists a facet F P ∆balpUqzt1
piqu with dimF ă d´1. As ∆balpUqzt1
piqu
is a subcomplex of ∆balpUq, there exists u PUzUˆ such that F Ĺ Fdpuq. In particular, xi,1 divides
u, i.e., u “ xi,1 ¨ u˜ for some monomial u˜. As U is color-squarefree and an order ideal, it further
holds that xi,1 ∤ u˜ and u˜ PU , respectively. We thus have u˜ P Uˆ . Moreover, we have
(3.1) Fdpu˜q “
´
Fdpuqzt1
piqu
¯
Ytpmi`1q
piqu
and Fdpu˜q P ∆balpUq by the containment already shown. Since 1
piq R F , 1piq P Fdpuq and F Ĺ
Fdpuq, we deduce that F ĎFdpuqzt1
piqu and by (3.1) it follows that F Ď Fdpu˜q, which contradicts
the maximality of F . 
The next statement is an almost immediate consequence of the previous two lemmas.
Theorem 3.8. Let U Ď Ppd,mq be a color-squarefree order ideal. Then ∆balpUq is vertex-
decomposable and in particular shellable. In particular, if mi “ 0 for all 1ď iď d, then ∆balpUq
is a pd´1q-simplex. Otherwise, any vertex 1piq with mi ě 1 can be taken as a shedding vertex.
Proof. We use double induction on m1`¨¨ ¨`md and d. If d “ 1, then U “ t1,x1,1, . . . ,x1,m1u
and ∆balpUq consists of m1`1 isolated vertices. If m1`¨¨ ¨`md “ 0, thenU “ t1u and ∆balpUq
is just a pd´1q-simplex.
Let m1 ` ¨¨ ¨ `md ě 1 and d ě 2. Then there exists 1 ď i ď d such that mi ě 1. By
Lemma 3.6 lk∆balpUqp1
piqq is isomorphic to the balanced complex associated to the order idealrU “ tu PU : xi,1 ¨ u PUu in Ppd´ 1, pm1, . . . ,mi´1,mi`1, . . . ,mdqq. The induction hypothe-
sis implies that lk∆balpUqp1
piqq is vertex-decomposable. By Lemma 3.7 ∆balpUqzt1
piqu is iso-
morphic to the balanced complex associated to the order ideal Uˆ “ tu P U : xi,1 ∤ uu in
Ppd, pm1, . . . ,mi´1,mi´ 1,mi`1, . . . ,mdqq. Again, the latter complex is vertex-decomposable
by the induction hypothesis. The claim follows. 
Example 3.9. Letm PNd be the all ones vector. It follows from Example 3.4 and Theorem 3.8
that for any color-squarefree order ideal U in Ppd,mq, the balanced complex ∆balpUq is a full-
dimensonal subcomplex ofCd which is vertex-decomposable.
For u PMonpd,mq we set
(3.2) cSupppuq “ ti : there exists j such that xi, j divides uu
and call this the color support of u. Theorem 3.8 allows us to derive the following expression
for the flag h-vector of ∆balpUq.
Corollary 3.10. Let U Ď Ppd,mq be a color-squarefree order ideal. Then
(3.3) hSp∆balpUqq “ #tu PU : cSupppuq “ Su for any S Ď rds.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on m1`¨¨ ¨`md . For m1`¨¨ ¨`md “ 0, we have seen
in Theorem 3.8 that U “ t1u and ∆balpUq is a pd´ 1q-simplex. In particular, hSp∆balpUqq “ 1
if S “H and hSp∆balpUqq “ 0, otherwise. This shows the base of the induction. We omit the
induction step since it is almost verbatim the same as the proof of Corollary 3.9 in [JKN20],
using the flag h-vector together with (2.3) instead of the usual h-vector. 
Example 3.11. We consider the balanced squeezed complex ∆balpUq from Example 3.2. Let
S Ď r3s. On the one hand, we compute
hSp∆balpUqq “
#
1, if #S P t0,2,3u
“ 2, if #S “ 1.
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On the other hand, we note thatU contains 2 monomials with color support S if #S“ 1 and just
one such monomial otherwise.
Remark 3.12. We note that since hip∆balpUqq “
ř
SĎrds,#S“i hip∆balpUqq, Equation (3.3) implies
hip∆balpUqq “ #tu PU : degpuq “ iu for 0ď iď d,
where degpuq denotes the usual degree of a monomial.
We end this section with a last observation.
Lemma 3.13. Let U Ď Ppd,mq be a color-squarefree monomial order ideal. Then, U is color-
squarefree shifted if and only if the balanced squeezed complex ∆balpUq is color-shifted.
Proof. We first assume thatU is color-squarefree shifted. Let F P ∆balpUq. As ∆balpUq is pure,
there exists a facetG of dimension d´1 in ∆ with F ĎG. Then there exists u“ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js PU
with 1ď i1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă is ď d and 1ď jℓ ď miℓ such that
G“ Fdpuq “ t j
pi1q
1 , . . . , j
pisq
s uYtpmℓ`1q
pℓq : ℓ P rdszti1, . . . , isuu.
For a fixed ℓ with 1ď ℓď s with j
piℓq
ℓ P F , let miℓ `1ě r ě jℓ. As ∆balpUq is balanced, we have
rpiℓq R F . First assume that rďmiℓ . SinceU is color-squarefree shifted, we have v“ xiℓ,r ¨
u
xiℓ, jℓ
P
U . Hence,
Fdpvq “
´
Gzt j
piℓq
ℓ
u
¯
Ytrpiℓqu P ∆balpUq
and in particular,
´
Fzt j
piℓq
ℓ u
¯
Ytrpiℓqu P ∆balpUq. Now assume that r“miℓ`1. Then w“
u
xiℓ, jℓ
P
U , sinceU is an order ideal. We conclude that
Fdpwq “
´
Gzt j
piℓq
ℓ u
¯
Ytpmiℓ `1q
iℓu P ∆balpUq
and hence
´
Fzt j
piℓq
ℓ u
¯
Ytm
piℓq
iℓ
` 1u P ∆balpUq. This shows that ∆balpUq is color-shifted. The
other direction follows from similar arguments. 
Example 3.14. Let U “ t1,x1,1,x2,1,x3,1u. Then U is color-squarefree shifted and even color-
squarefree shifted across colors. ∆balpUq is the simplicial complex on vertex set t1
p1q,2p1q,1p2q,
t2p2q,1p3q,2p3quwith facets t2p1q,2p2q,2p3qu, t1p1q,2p2q,2p3qu, t2p1q,1p2q,2p3qu and t2p1q,2p2q,1p3qu.
It is easy to see that ∆balpUq is color-shifted. However, it is not color-shifted across colors. For
instance, the edge t1p1q,2p2qu would force the edge t1p1q,1p3qu to be present.
3.2. Stanley-Reisner ideals of squeezed complexes. The aim of this section is to study the
Stanley-Reisner ideals of the balanced squeezed complexes. In particular, we provide an explicit
description of their minimal generating set. This result is in analogy with the results in [JKN20,
Mur07]. We will focus on the case of color-squarefree order ideals.
The description of the minimal generating setGpI∆balpUqq turns out to be easier than in the case
of general squeezed complexes. Moreover, it does not require the order idealU to be shifted.
Theorem 3.15. Let d ě 2, m P Ndě1 and let U Ď Ppd,mq be a color-squarefree order ideal.
Then
(3.4) I∆balpUq “ xu : u P IpUq squarefree y`xxi,ℓ ¨ xi,mi`1 : 1ď iď d, 1ď ℓď miy.
Morally, the previous theorem tells us that I∆balpUq coincides with the squarefree part of IpUq
considered as ideal in Ppd,m`p1, . . . ,1qq plus some obvious minimal generators, which belong
to I∆balpUq due to balancedness and which involve one of the variables xi,mi`1 for 1ď iď d.
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Proof. To simplify notation, we set
J “ xu : u P IpUq squarefree y`xxi,ℓ ¨ xi,mi`1 : 1ď iď d, 1ď ℓď miy.
We first show that J Ď I∆balpUq. Let u “ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js P IpUq be a squarefree minimal generator
with 1 ď i1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă is ď d. If u R I∆balpUq, then we would have t j
pi1q
1 , . . . , j
pisq
s u P ∆balpUq and
there would exist u˜ PU such that t j
pi1q
1 , . . . , j
pisq
s u Ď Fdpu˜q. As u does not involve the variables
x1,m1`1, . . . ,xd,md`1, this implies that u divides u˜. SinceU is an order ideal, it follows that u PU ,
which is a contradiction. Moreover, as by Lemma 3.3 ∆balpUq is balanced with t1
piq, . . . , pmi`
1qpiqu being the vertices of color i, it follows directly that tℓpiq, pmi` 1q
piqu R ∆balpUq, i.e., xi,ℓ ¨
xi,mi`1 P I∆balpUq.
We show the reverse containment in (3.4) by induction on #U . If #U “ pm1`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pmd`1q,
i.e., U contains all color-squarefree monomials in Ppd,mq, then it follows, as in Example 3.4,
that the balanced complex ∆balpUq is the clique complex of the complete d-partite graph on
vertex set t1p1q, . . . , pm1` 1q
p1quY ¨ ¨ ¨ Y t1pdq, . . . , pmd` 1q
pdqu. Thus, every minimal non-face
is of the form tip jq, ℓp jqu, where 1 ď j ď d and 1 ď i ă ℓ ď m j ` 1. Moreover, since, by as-
sumption on U , IpUq only contains non-color-squarefree monomials, the claim follows. Now,
let #U ă pm1` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pmd ` 1q. Then there exists v PMonc-sqfreepd,mqzU . Moreover, we can
choose v P Monc-sqfreepd,mqzU such that rU “ U Ytvu is a color-squarefree order ideal. Let
v“ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js with 1ď i1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă is ď d and 1ď jk ďmik for 1ď k ď s. To simplify notation,
we set JrU “ xu : u P IprUq squarefree y` xxi,ℓ ¨ xi,mi`1 : 1 ď i ď d, 1 ď ℓď miy. By induction
hypothesis, we have that I
∆balprUq Ď JrU . Since GpJrUq Ď GpJq, it is now enough to show that
(3.5) GpI∆balpUqqzGpI∆balprUqq Ď GpJq.
For the left-hand side of (3.5) we need to determine those minimal non-faces of ∆balpUq that are
faces of ∆balprUq. Those are the minimal faces of Fdpvq “ t jpi1q1 , . . . , jpisqs uYtpm j` 1qp jq : j P
rdszti1, . . . , isuu not belonging to ∆balpUq. Let F “ t j
pi1q
1 , . . . , j
pisq
s u. Then F R ∆balpUq. Indeed,
otherwise, there exists ru PU with F Ď Fdpruq. By definition of Fdp¨q, it follows that v divides ru
and, in particular, as U is an order ideal, we have that v PU , yielding a contradiction. Hence,
F R ∆balpUq. If G Ď Fdpuq with F Ę G, then there exists 1 ď ℓ ď s such that j
piℓq
ℓ R G. Set
w“ v
xiℓ, jℓ
. AsU is an order ideal, we have w PU and, by construction, it holds that G Ď Fdpwq.
Hence, G P ∆balpUq. This shows that F is the only minimal non-face of ∆balpUq, belonging to
Fdpvq. In particular, GpI∆balpUqqzGpI∆balprUqq “ tvu. As v RU , we have v P IpUq and hence, v P J.
The claim follows. 
We illustrate the previous theorem using the balanced squeezed complex from our running
example, Example 3.2.
Example 3.16. The Stanley-Reisner ideal of the complex ∆balpUq from Example 3.2 contains
the obvious minimal generators xi,ℓxi,3 for 1 ď i ď 3 and 1 ď ℓ ď 2 which are forced to lie in
I∆balpUq because of balancedness. Moreover, I∆balpUq contains the squarefree monomials lying in
IpUq, namely,
x1,1x1,2, x2,1x2,2, x3,1x3,2, x1,1x2,1, x1,1x2,2, x1,1x3,1,
x1,1x3,2, x1,2x2,1, x1,2x3,1, x2,1x3,1, x2,1x3,2, x2,2x3,1,
where we only list the minimal generators of I∆balpUq.
Remark 3.17. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.15 that given any color-squarefree order
ideal U Ď Ppd,mq, there exists an ordering u1, . . . ,um of the monomials in U such that Uℓ “
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tu1, . . . ,uℓu for 1 ď ℓ ď m is an order ideal. Moreover, Fdpu1q, . . . ,Fdpumq is a shelling order
of ∆balpUq. In particular, if uℓ “ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js with 1 ď i1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă is ď d and 1 ď jk ď mik for
1ď k ď, then t j
pi1q
1 , . . . , j
is
s u is the unique restriction face of Fdpuℓq. This also implies that
hSp∆balpUqq “ #tu PU : cSupppuq “ Su for S Ď rds,
which provides another proof of Corollary 3.10.
4. MULTIGRADED GENERIC INITIAL IDEALS AND STANLEY-REISNER IDEALS OF
BALANCED SQUEEZED COMPLEXES
The aim of this section is to relate the multigraded generic initial ideal of the Stanley-Reisner
ideal of a balanced squeezed complex ∆balpUq to the color-squarefree strongly stable ideal IpUq.
We first recall some notions. Let d P N and m P Nd . In the following, we consider the
polynomial ring Ppd,mq endowed with anNd-grading by setting degpxi, jq “ ei for 1ď iď d and
1ď jďmi. Here, ei denotes the i-th unit vector inR
d . The groupG“GLm1pKqˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆGLmdpKq
acts on Ppd,mq as the group of Zd-graded K-algebra automorphisms. More explicitly, the
element ϕ “ pϕ1, . . . ,ϕdq P G with ϕ j “ pa
p jq
k,ℓq1ďk,ℓďm j defines the Z
d-graded automorphism of
Ppd,mq induced by ϕpx j,iq “
řm j
k“1 a
p jq
k,i x j,k. Let ă be a total order on the variables of Ppd,mq,
which satisfies
x j,m j ă ¨ ¨ ¨ă x j,1
for all 1 ď j ď d. Given a Zd-graded ideal I Ď Ppd,mq we denote by inăpIq the initial ideal of
I induced by the order ă. It is well-known that there exist Zariski open setsUi Ď GLmipKq for
1ď iď d such that inăϕpIq is independent of ϕ for all ϕ PU1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆUd. The ideal inăϕpIq is
called multigraded generic initial ideal of I with respect to ă. We denote it by gin
ă
pIq.
Multigraded generic initial ideals and arbitrary generic initial ideals are known to have similar
properties.
Lemma 4.1. Let charpKq “ 0 and let I Ď Ppd,mq be a Zd-graded ideal. Then the multigraded
generic initial ideal gin
ă
pIq is strongly color-stable.
Our main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 4.2. Let U Ď Ppd,mq be a color-squarefree shifted order ideal. Then
IpUqPpd,m`p1, . . .,1qq “ gin
ă
pI∆balpUqq.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 requires several preparations. First, we need to introduce some
notation. For 1ď iď d we set mi “ pxi,1, . . . ,xi,miq. Let
Φ : Monc-sqfreepd,mqYMonpd,mq2 ÑMonc-sqfreepd,m`p1, . . . ,1qq
be the map that is the identity everywhere outside the set tx2i, j : 1ď iď d,1ď j ďmiu and that
maps x2i, j to xi, j ¨ xi,mi`1 for 1 ď i ď d and 1 ď j ď mi. If I Ď Ppd,mq is a monomial ideal with
GpIq ĎMonc-sqfreepd,mqYMonpd,mq2, then we set ΦpIq “ xΦpuq : u P GpIqy. Note that, by
Theorem 3.15, for a color-squarefree order idealU Ď Ppd,mq we have
ΦpIpUqq “ I∆balpUq.
We denote by ďs the partial order on Monc-sqfreepd,mq, which is defined as follows: If u “
xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js and v “ xi1,ℓ1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis,ℓs are monomials with the same color support (cf., (3.2)), then
u ďs v if and only if jk ď ℓk for all 1 ď k ď s. In other words, if u and v have the same color
support, then u ďs v if and only if for every strongly color-stable ideal I with v P I one has
u P I. We can extend the partial order ďs to another partial order ďcs on Monc-sqfreepd,mq by
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setting u ďcs v if u and v have the same color support and if v lies in an ideal I that is strongly
color-stable across colors, then also u P I. In particular, we have uďcs v if uďs v.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 will be based on the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.3. Let I Ď Ppd,mq be a strongly color-stable ideal (resp. strongly colors-stable
across colors) with m21` ¨¨ ¨`m
2
d Ď I that does not contain variables. Let u “ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js P
GpIq and let vďs u (resp. vďcs u). Then Φpvq P ΦpIq.
Proof. If v Pm21`¨¨ ¨`m
2
d , then v PGpIq and henceΦpvq PΦpIq. Let v PMonc-sqfreepd,mqzpm
2
1`
¨¨ ¨ `m2dq. By definition of ďs (resp. ďcs) also u has to be a color-squarefree monomial. As
I is strongly color-stable (resp. strongly color-stable across colors), we conclude that v P I. If
v P GpIq, then Φpvq P ΦpIq. If not, then there exists a monomial w P GpIq that divides v. In
particular, as Φpwq “ w divides Φpvq “ v and Φpwq P ΦpIq, it follows that Φpvq P ΦpIq. This
finishes the proof. 
Lemma 4.4. Let m2 “ px1, . . . ,xmq
2 Ď Pp1,mq. Then, the degree 2 part of m2 equals the degree
2 part of gin
ă
Φpm2q.
Proof. We note that by definition of Φ, it holds that dimKpΦpm
2qq2 “
`
m`1
2
˘
. Since the Hilbert
function is preserved under taking generic initial ideals it follows that
dimK
`
gin
ă
pΦpm2qq2
˘
“
ˆ
m`1
2
˙
.
On the other hand, as Φpm2qĎPp1,m`1q it holds that gin
ă
pm2q2ĎMonp1,mq2. As #Monp1,mq“`
m`1
2
˘
we conclude that
gin
ă
pm2q2 “Monp1,mq2.
The claim follows. 
Finally, we can provide the proof of Theorem 4.2:
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By Remark 3.12 the Hilbert series of Kr∆balpUqs is given by
HilbpKr∆balpUqs, tq “
a0`a1t`¨¨ ¨`adt
d
p1´ tqd
,
where ai “ #tu PU : degpuq “ iu. On the other hand,
HilbpPpd,mq{IpUq, tq “ a0`a1t`¨¨ ¨`adt
d.
Hence, if we consider IpUq as ideal in Ppd,m` p1, . . . ,1qq, then Kr∆balpUqs and Ppd,m`
p1, . . . ,1qq{IpUq have the same Hilbert series. It therefore suffices to show that GpIpUqq Ď
gin
ă
pI∆balpUqq.
Let ϕ P G such that inăϕpI∆balpUqq “ ginăpI∆balpUqq. Let u “ u1 ¨ ¨ ¨ud P GpIpUqq, with ui P
Monp1,miq for 1ď iď d. We will show the following claim.
Claim: For 1 ď i ď d there exist monomials v j,1, . . . ,v j,k j P tv P Pp1,m jq : v ďs u ju and
a j,1, . . . ,a j,k j PK such that
(4.1) inăϕpa j1Φpv j,1q` ¨ ¨ ¨`a j,kΦpv j,k jqq “ u j.
The claim then follows in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.10 in [Mur08], where
instead of [Mur08, Lemma 1.7] we use Lemma 4.3. To show the claim it suffices to distinguish
two cases. Indeed, by assumption onU , we either have that u is color-squarefree, in which case
each u j is either 1 or equal to a variable x j,ℓ, or, the monomial u is of the form x j,k ¨x j,ℓ for some
1ď j ď d, 1ď k, ℓď m j.
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Case 1. u j “ x j,ℓ for some 1ď ℓď m j.
In this situation, the only monomials that are smaller than or equal to u j w.r.t. the ordering ďs
are the variables x j,1, . . . ,x j,ℓ and (4.1) is equivalent to showing that there exist b1, . . . ,bℓ P K
such that
(4.2) inăpb1ϕpx j,1q` ¨ ¨ ¨`bℓϕpx j,ℓqq “ x j,ℓ.
The initial monomial with respect to revlex order induced by x j,m j ă ¨ ¨ ¨x j,1 of the linear form
b1ϕpx j,1q` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bℓϕpx j,ℓq is of the form b ¨ x j,k where 1 ď k ď m j is the minimal index such
that the coefficient of x j,k in b1ϕpx j,1q` ¨ ¨ ¨` bℓϕpx j,ℓq does not vanish. In particular, to show
that we can choose b1, . . . ,bℓ P K such that (4.2) holds we need to show that we can choose
b1 . . . ,bℓ PK such that the coefficients of x j,1, . . . ,x j,ℓ´1 do vanish and the one of x j,ℓ does not.
For the first condition we need to solve a linear system of ℓ´ 1 equations, which, as ϕ can be
chosen to be generic, has a solution. Moreover, since we have one additional degree of freedom,
we can guarantee that x j,ℓ appears with non-zero coefficient.
Case 2. u“ x j,k ¨ x j,ℓ for some 1ď j ď d, 1ď k, ℓď m j.
As U is color-squarefree shifted, we have that m2j “ px j,1, . . . ,x j,m jq
2 Ď IpUq. It follows from
Lemma 4.4 that there exists a polynomial f P ΦpIpUqq such that inăp f q “ u. This shows the
claim. 
Once more, we illustrate Theorem 4.2 using our running example Example 3.2.
Example 4.5. We consider the order ideal from Example 3.2. We have already seen that the
squarefree minimal generators of IpUq are given by:
x1,1x1,2, x2,1x2,2, x3,1x3,2, x1,1x2,1, x1,1x2,2, x1,1x3,1,
x1,1x3,2, x1,2x2,1, x1,2x3,1, x2,1x3,1, x2,1x3,2, x2,2x3,1,
As IpUq contains all squares of the variables, Theorem 4.2 tells us that gin
ă
pI∆balpUqq is gen-
erated as an ideal in Pp3, p3,3,3qq by the monomials listed above and the squares x2i, j, where
1ď iď 3 and 1ď j ď 2.
We conclude this section with a brief comparison of order ideals that are color-squarefree
shifted and color-squarefree shifted across colors, respectively. In particular, we study how
each property is reflected on the level of the corresponding balanced squeezed complexes, their
Stanley-Reisner ideals and their multigraded gins. The next proposition achieves Fthis for color-
squarefree shifted monomial order ideals.
Proposition 4.6. Let U ĎMonc-sqfreepd,mq be a color-squarefree monomial order ideal with
m
2
1`¨¨ ¨`m
2
d Ď IpUq. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) U is color-squarefree shifted.
(ii) IpUq and gin
ă
pI∆balpUqq are strongly color-stable.
(iii) ∆balpUq is color-shifted.
(iv) I∆balpUqXPpd,mq is strongly color-stable.
Proof. We note that since IpUq and gin
ă
pI∆balpUqq have the same set of minimal generators, IpUq
is strongly color-stable if and only if gin
ă
pI∆balpUqq is.
The equivalence of piq and piiq follows from Lemma 2.2 and .
piq ô piiiq was shown in Lemma 3.13.
The equivalence piiq ô pivq follows from Theorem 4.2 
Similarly, we have the following result.
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Proposition 4.7. Let U ĎMonc-sqfreepd,mq be a color-squarefree monomial order ideal. For
1ď iď d let Vˆi “Viztmi`1u and Vˆ “
Ťd
i“1 Vˆi. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) U is color-squarefree shifted across colors.
(ii) IpUq and gin
ă
pI∆balpUqq are strongly color-stable across colors.
(iii) The induced subcomplex ∆balpUqVˆ of ∆balpUq on vertex set Uˆ is color-shifted across
colors.
(iv) I∆balpUqXPpd,mq is strongly color-stable across colors.
Proof. The equivalence of piq, piiq and pivq can be shown in exactly the same way as in the proof
of Proposition 4.6. For the equivalence of piq and piiiq it suffices to note that, sinceU is an order
ideal, the faces of ∆balpUqUˆ are in one-to-one-correspondence with the generators ofU . 
5. GRADED BETTI NUMBERS
The focus in this section lies on the multigraded Betti numbers of a particular class of bal-
anced squeezed complexes as well as of more general classes of ideals.
First, we identify a class of color-square ideals whose graded Betti numbers can be read off
directly from their minimal generators. In particular, this class includes all color-squarefree
ideals that are strongly color-stable across colors.
Second, we provide another justification for the term “balanced squeezed complexes”. We
show that every balanced squeezed complex associated to a color-squarefree order ideal that
is shifted across colors has the same graded Betti numbers as the complex obtained by color-
shifting it (with respect to a suitable order on the vertices) in the sense of [BN06]. This is a
consequence of a more general result, which says that any balanced squeezed complex to a
color-squarefree shifted order ideal and the multigraded generic initial ideal (with respect to a
suitable order) of its Stanley-Reisner ideal have the same Zd-graded Betti numbers.
Throughout this section we use the following order on variables in Ppd,mq or Ppd,m`
p1, . . . ,1qq. We define xi, j ą xk,l if i ă k or i “ k and j ă l. Observe that this order satisfies
the assumption made in Section 4, and thus the results of this section are applicable. We also
remark that this is the reverse order of the order ĺ defined at the beginning of Section 2.1.
Now we consider the following class of color-squarefree monomial ideals.
Definition 5.1. A monomial ideal I Ď Ppd,mq is called color-squarefree (with respect to the
above order of variables) if each of its monomial minimal generators is color-squarefree. The
ideal I is said to be color-squarefree stable across colors (with respect to the above order of
variables) if it is color-squarefree and one has:
(i) If xk,ℓ ¨u P I is a color-squarefree monomial and j ă ℓ, then xk, j ¨u P I; and
(ii) If xk,ℓ is the smallest variable dividing a color-squarefree monomial u P I, xi, j ą xk,ℓ
and xi, j ¨
u
xk,ℓ
is color-squarefree, then xi, j ¨
u
xk,ℓ
P I.
Remark 5.2. (i) Every color-squarefree monomial ideal that is strongly color-stable across
colors is color-squarefree stable across colors, but the converse is not true.
(ii) If m1 “ ¨¨ ¨ “md “ 1, then a monomial ideal I Ď Ppd,mq is color-squarefree stable across
colors if and only if I is squarefree stable in the standard sense.
We want to show that any color-squarefree stable ideal has linear quotients. To this end we
need some notation.
Definition 5.3. For a color-squarefree monomial u“ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js P Ppd,mq with i1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă is,
let minpuq “ xis, js be the smallest variable dividing u. Furthermore, set
smpuq “ txp,q : p P risszcSupppuq and q P rmps or p“ ik for some k P rss and q P r jk´1su.
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Proposition 5.4. Consider any color-squarefree stable ideal I ‰ 0 in Ppd,mq. Among the mono-
mial minimal generators of I with maximum degree let v be the smallest one in the reverse lex-
icographic order. Let J Ď Ppd,mq be the ideal generated by the monomial minimal generators
of I other than v. Then I “ pJ,vq, J is color-squarefree stable and
J : v “ psmpvqq.(5.1)
Proof. Rules (i) and (ii) allow us to replace a color-squarefree monomial u in I by a color-
squarefree monomial with the same degree that is larger than u. Hence J is color-squarefree
stable by the choice of v. It remains to establish Equation (5.1). Write v “ xi1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis, js with
i1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă is.
We first show the containment smpvq Ď J : v. To this end consider any xk,ℓ P smpvq. If
k P risszcSupppuq, then k ă is, and so xk,ℓ ą xis, js . Moreover, k R cSupppvq implies that the
monomial v1 “ xk,ℓ ¨
v
xis , js
is color-squarefree. It also is greater than v, and so it is in I by stability.
It follows that v1 is in J, and hence xk,ℓ is in J : v, as desired.
If k “ ip for some p P rss and ℓă jp, then xk,ℓ ą xip, jp and xip,ℓ ¨
v
xip , jp
ą v is color-squarefree.
Hence, we conclude as above that xk,ℓ is in J : v.
Now we establish the reverse inclusion J : v Ď psmpvqq. Observe that J : v is generated by
monomials u
gcdpu,vq , where u is a monomial minimal generator of J. Hence it suffices to show:
If u
gcdpu,vq is a minimal generator of J : v for some monomial minimal generator u of J, then
u
gcdpu,vq is in psmpvqq.
To this end let u be any minimal monomial generator of J such that u
gcdpu,vq is a minimal
generator of J : v. We consider two cases.
Case 1. Assume there is a variable xk,ℓ ą xis, js “ minpvq that divides u, but not v. Then
xk,ℓ divides
u
gcdpu,vq . If xk,ℓ is in psmpvqq, then
u
gcdpu,vq is in psmpvqq, as desired. Otherwise,
xk,ℓ ą xis, js forces k “ ip for some p P rss and ℓ ě jp. Note that ℓ ‰ jp because we assumed
that xk,ℓ does not divide v. This gives ℓ ą jp. Hence, by stability, u
1 “ xk, jp ¨
u
xk,ℓ
is in J and
gcdpu1,vq “ xk, jp ¨gcdpu,vq, and so
u1
gcdpu1,vq
“
u
xk,ℓ ¨gcdpu,vq
P J : v.
This shows that u
gcdpu,vq is not a minimal generator of J : v, a contradiction.
Case 2. Assume that every variable xk,ℓ ą xis, js “minpvq that divides u also divides v. Notice
that this assumption is also satisfied for xk,ℓ “minpvq.
Suppose first that minpuq ěminpvq. Then the assumption for this case gives that u divides v,
a contradiction to the fact that v is a minimal generator of I. Hence it remains to consider the
case where minpvq ąminpuq “ xk,ℓ. By the choice of v with respect to the reverse lexicographic
order, this implies degu ă degv. Hence, there is a divisor xip, jp of v with ip R cSupppuq. Thus,
xip, jp ¨u is color-squarefree. Since xip, jp ěminpvq ąminpuq, stability gives u
1“ xip, jp ¨
u
minpuq P J.
Observe that minpu1q ą minpuq and every variable that divides u1 and is greater than minpvq
divides v. If minpvq is still greater than minpu1q, then we repeat the previous step until we get
a monomial u˜ P J with minpvq ďminpu˜q and the property that every variable that divides u˜ and
is greater than minpvq divides v. As above, it follows that v is not a minimal generator of I, a
contradiction. 
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Note that Ppd,mq admits a grading by Zm “ Zm1 ˆ ¨¨ ¨ ˆZmd , where the degree of each
variable xi, j is the corresponding standard basis vector. For a subset σ of variables, we set
degσ “
ÿ
xi, jPσ
degxi, j.
Corollary 5.5. If I Ă Ppd,mqq is a color-squarefree stable ideal, then one has for any integer
j ě 0, an isomorphism of Zm-graded modules
Tor
j
Ppd,mq
pPpd,mq{I,Kq –
à
uPGpIq
à
σĂsmpuq
Kp´degu´degσq.
Proof. This follows by applying Proposition 5.4 and [HT02, Lemma 1.5]. 
Since the Zm-graded Betti numbers determine the Z-graded Betti numbers there is an analo-
gous statement for Z-graded Betti numbers. We leave this to an interested reader.
Our next goal is to compare the Betti numbers of the Stanley-Reisner ideal to a balanced
squeezed complex and its multi-graded generic initial ideal. This requires some preparation.
Lemma 5.6. Consider an ideal I “ pz1, . . . ,zmq of a polynomial ring T “ Krz1, . . . ,zn,ys with
mď n. Set Ir2s “ pziz j : 1ď iă j ď mq. The T -module homomorphism
Rm Ñ R{Ir2s, p f1, . . . , fmq
t ÞÑ
¨˝
y ¨
mÿ
j“1
z j f j‚˛ mod Ir2s
induces an isomorphism of Zn`1-graded T-modules
mà
j“1
pT{pz1, . . . , zˆ j, . . . ,zmqp´degpyz jqq Ñ pyI` I
r2sq{Ir2s,
where zˆ j means that the variable z j is omitted as a generator.
Proof. Note that the given map induces a well-defined graded homomorphism
α :
mà
j“1
pT{pz1, . . . , zˆ j, . . . ,zmqp´degpyz jqq Ñ T{I
r2s
because z j ¨ pz1, . . . , zˆ j, . . . ,zmq Ă I
r2s. Its image is pyI` Ir2sq{Ir2s. Thus, it remains to show that
the map α is injective. To this end notice that an element is in the kernel of α if and only if it is
in the kernel of the map
β :
mà
j“1
pT{pz1, . . . , zˆ j, . . . ,zmqp´degpz jqq Ñ T{I
r2s
that is induced by p f1, . . . , fmq
t ÞÑ
´řm
j“1 z j f j
¯
mod Ir2s. However, β is injective. This follows,
for example, from the fact that the domain of β and its image, that is, I{Ir2s have the same
Hilbert series. 
We return to our standard notation and consider ideals in P “ Ppd,mq. Below we will abuse
notation by using the same notation for an ideal in a ring R and the ideal it generates in an
extension ring of R. This should not cause confusion. We set |m| “ m1`¨¨ ¨`md . Recall that
mi is the ideal generated by xi,1, . . . ,xi,mi .
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Proposition 5.7. Consider the ideal I “ m
r2s
1 `¨¨ ¨`m
r2s
d
Ă P1 “ Ppd,m`p1, . . . ,1qq. There is
an exact sequence of Zd`|m|-graded P1-modules
0Ñ Fd Ñ ¨¨ ¨ Ñ F1 Ñ F0 “ P
1{IÑ P1{pI`
dÿ
i“1
xi,mi`1miq,(5.2)
where
Fk “
à
uPrMonc-sqfreepPqsk
pP1{pI : uqqp´degpu
ź
iPcSupppuq
xi,mi`1qq.
Proof. Consider mi “ pxi,1, . . . ,xi,miq as an ideal of Ri “ Krxi,1, . . . ,xi,mi`1s. Note that m
r2s
i :
xi, j “ pxi,1, . . . , xˆi, j, . . . ,xi,miq. Hence, for each i P rds and j P rmis, Lemma 5.6 gives an exact
sequence of Zmi`1-graded Ri-modules
0Ñ
mià
j“1
pRi{pm
r2s
i : xi, jqqp´degpxi, jxi,mi`1qq Ñ Ri{m
r2s
i Ñ Ri{pxi,mi`1mi`m
r2s
i q Ñ 0.
Taking the tensor product over K of the d acyclic complexes
0Ñ
mià
j“1
pRi{pm
r2s
i : xi, jqqp´degpxi, jxi,mi`1qq Ñ Ri{m
r2s
i Ñ 0
gives an acyclic complex by Ku¨nneth’s formula. It yields the claimed exact sequence using
isomorphisms of the form
pR1{m
r2s
1 : x1, j1qbK ¨ ¨ ¨bK pRk{m
r2s
k : xk, jkqbKRk`1{m
r2s
k`1bK ¨ ¨ ¨bKRd{m
r2s
d
– P1{pI : x1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xk, jkq
because
I : x1, j1 ¨ ¨ ¨xk, jk “
kÿ
i“1
pm
r2s
i : xi, jiq`
dÿ
i“k`1
m
r2s
i
as ideals of P1. 
We are ready for the following key result.
Theorem 5.8. Let I Ă P“ Ppd,mq be a color-squarefree monomial ideal. If
I1 “ I`m
r2s
1 `¨¨ ¨`m
r2s
d “ I`pxi, jxi,k : 1ď iď d, 1ď j ă k ď miq,
then one has:
(a) There is an exact sequence of of Zd`|m|-graded modules over P1 “ Ppd,m`p1, . . . ,1qq
0Ñ Gd Ñ ¨¨ ¨ ÑG1 Ñ G0 “ P
1{I1Ñ P1{pI1`
dÿ
i“1
xi,mi`1miq,(5.3)
where
Gk “
à
uPrMonc-sqfreepPqsk
pP1{pI1 : uqqp´degpu
ź
iPcSupppuq
xi,mi`1qq.
and the maps are induced by the maps in the exact sequence (5.2).
(b) P1{pI1`
řd
i“1 xi,mi`1miq is minimally resolved over P
1 by iterated mapping cones from
(5.3).
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(c) The Zd`|m|-graded Betti numbers of P1{pI1`
řd
i“1 xi,mi`1miq are
βk,apP
1{pI1`
dÿ
i“1
xi,mi`1miqq
“
dÿ
j“0
¨˝ ÿ
uPrMonc-sqfreepPqsk
βk´ j,a´degpu
ś
iPcSupppuq xi,mi`1q
pP1{pI1 : uqq‚˛.
Proof. For every µ P N
d`|m|
0 , there is a unique monomial v P P
1 of degree µ . Abusing notation
we will sometimes identify v with µ .
Since the exact sequence (5.2) isZ
d`|m|
0 -graded, it gives an exact sequence ofK-vector spaces
in every degree µ P Z
d`|m|
0 . Decompose (5.2) into exact sequences of graded vector spaces by
setting Fk “ F
1
k ‘F
2
k , where F
1
k consists of the graded components in degrees µ P Z
d`|m|
0 with
µ R I1, and F2k consists of all other graded components.
Consider a direct summand of Fk, say pP
1{pm
r2s
1 `¨¨ ¨`m
r2s
d q : uqp´degpu
ś
iPcSupppuq xi,mi`1qq.
This summand gives a non-trivial contribution to F 1k in degree µ
1 P Z
d`|m|
0 if and only if µ
1 “
µu
ś
iPcSupppuq xi,mi`1 R I
1, where µ is a monomial with rP1{pm
r2s
1 ` ¨¨ ¨`m
r2s
d q : usµ ‰ 0. The
latter is equivalent to µ R I1 : u
ś
iPcSupppuq xi,mi`1 “ I
1 : u and µ R pm
r2s
1 `¨¨ ¨`m
r2s
d q : u. Since
pm
r2s
1 `¨¨ ¨`m
r2s
d q : u is contained in I
1 : u, the last two conditions are equivalent to rP1{I1 : usµ ‰
0. Hence, for every k P rds, there is an isomorphism of graded vector spaces
F 1k Ñ
à
uPrMonc-sqfreepPqsk
pP1{I1 : uqp´degpu
ź
iPcSupppuq
xi,mi`1qq,
which is induced by
µu
ź
iPcSupppuq
xi,mi`1 mod ppm
r2s
1 `¨¨ ¨`m
r2s
d q : uq ÞÑ µu
ź
iPcSupppuq
xi,mi`1 mod pI
1 : uq.
This proves Claim (a).
For establishing Part (b), observe that, for every monomial u P rMonc-sqfreepPqsk, the ideal
I : u is generated by color-squarefree monomials that all are in P. Therefore, Taylor’s resolution
implies that the Zd`|m|-graded Betti numbers of P1{I1 : u occur in degrees of squarefree mono-
mials in P. The direct summands of Gk are of the form pP
1{I1 : uqp´degpu
ś
iPcSupppuq xi,mi`1qq.
It follows that the graded Betti numbers ofGk are supported in degrees of squarefree monomials
that are a product of a monomial in P and precisely k of the variables x1,m1`1, . . . ,xd,md`1. The
product of these k variables identifies the Betti number as a contribution of Gk. Hence, there
can be no cancellations in the mapping cones.
Claim (c) is a consequence of (b). 
In the above proof we used arguments for the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [MPS08]. In fact, the
latter result or a suitable modification of the above proof give the following statement.
Proposition 5.9. Let I Ă P“ Ppd,mq be a color-squarefree monomial ideal. If
I1 “ I`m
r2s
1 `¨¨ ¨`m
r2s
d ,
then one has:
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(a) There is an exact sequence of of Z|m|-graded P-modules
0Ñ Fd Ñ ¨¨ ¨ Ñ F1 Ñ F0 “ P{I
1Ñ P{pI`
dÿ
i“1
m
2
i q,(5.4)
where
Fk “
à
uPrMonc-sqfreepPqsk
pP{pI1 : uqqp´2degpuqq.
and the maps are induced by the Koszul maps for the regular sequence of |m| squares
x21,1,x
2
1,2, . . . ,x
2
d,md
.
(b) P{pI`
řd
i“1m
2
i q is minimally resolved over P by iterated mapping cones from (5.4).
(c) The Z|m|-graded Betti numbers of P{pI`
řd
i“1m
2
i q are
βk,apP
1{pI1`
dÿ
i“1
xi,mi`1miqq
“
dÿ
j“0
¨˝ ÿ
uPrMonc-sqfreepPqsk
βk´ j,a´2degpuqpP{I
1 : uq‚˛.
Proof. This follows by [MPS08, Theorem 2.1] and observing that I1 : u “ P whenever u P P
is a squarefree monomial that is not color-squarefee. In particular, any squarefree monomial u
whose total degree is at least d`1 is not color-squarefree.
Alternatively, one can employ the arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.8. Replace the use
of the exact sequence in Proposition 5.7 by using the Koszul complex on the regular sequence
x21,1,x
2
1,2, . . . ,x
2
d,md
. 
The announced result about comparing Betti numbers follows now quickly.
Theorem 5.10. If I Ă P “ Ppd,mq is a color-squarefree monomial ideal, then the ideals
I`m
r2s
1 `¨¨ ¨`m
r2s
d `
dÿ
i“1
xi,mi`1mi and I`m
2
1`¨¨ ¨`m
2
d
of P1 “ Ppd,m`p1, . . . ,1qq and of P, respectively, have the same Zd-graded Betti numbers.
Proof. For every color-squarefree monomial u P P of total degree k, the ideal I : u of P has
the same graded Betti numbers as its extension ideal in P1. Hence the result follows by com-
paring Parts (c) of Theorem 5.8 and Proposition 5.7 and observing that the monomials u2 and
u
ś
iPcSupppuq xi,mi`1 have the same Z
d-degree. 
As a consequence of the last result we obtain the following statement for any balanced
squeezed complex.
Corollary 5.11. Let U Ă Ppd,mq be a color-squarefree shifted order ideal and consider the
associated balanced squeezed complex ∆balpUq. Its Stanley-Reisner ideal I∆balpUq in Ppd,m`
p1, . . . ,1qq and its multigraded generic initial ideal have the same Zd-graded Betti numbers.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the ideal IpUq of P“ Ppd,mq can be written as
IpUq “ J`m21`¨¨ ¨`m
2
d ,
where J is a color-squarefree monomial ideal.
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According to Theorem 3.15, the Stanley-Reisner ideal of ∆balpUq is an ideal of P
1 “ Ppd,m`
p1, . . . ,1qq, namely
I∆balpUq “ J`m
r2s
1 `¨¨ ¨`m
r2s
d `
dÿ
i“1
xi,mi`1mi.
Since, by Theorem 4.2, one has
gin
ă
pI∆balpUqq “ IpUq ¨P
1
we conclude using Theorem 5.10. 
Example 5.12. We consider once more the order ideal from Example 3.2. The Z-graded Betti
numbers of both, I∆balpUq and ginăpI∆balpUqq, are given by
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
total: 1 18 56 79 60 24 4
0 : 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
1 : ¨ 18 53 69 48 18 3
2 : ¨ ¨ 3 9 9 3 ¨
3 : ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 3 3 1
Finally, we relate our construction to algebraic color-shifting as introduced by Babson and
Novik in [BN06]. Let Γ be a balanced simplicial complex. Pass to the generic initial ideal
I of the Stanley-Reisner ideal of Γ. Applying then a colored “polarization” map to I gives a
squarefree monomial ideal in a suitable polynomial ring, which is, by definition, the Stanley-
Reisner ideal of the complex rΓ obtained by color-shifting from Γ (see [BN06] for details).
Example 5.13. Consider the balanced squeezed complex ∆balpUq of our running example (see
Example 3.2). The multigraded generic initial ideal of its Stanley-Reisner ideal is described in
Example 4.5. Applying the colored polarization map to its minimal generators, one computes
that the Stanley-Reisner ideal of the complex Č∆balpUq obtained by color-shifting is generated by
the color-squarefree minimal generators of IpUq, that is, by
x1,1x2,1, x1,1x2,2, x1,1x3,1, x1,1x3,2,
x1,2x2,1, x1,2x3,1, x2,1x3,1, x2,1x3,2, x2,2x3,1,
by x1,1x1,3, x2,1x2,3, x3,1x3,3 and by the monomials xi, jxi, j`1 with 1ď iď 3 and 1ď j ď 2.
Theorem 5.14. Let U Ă Ppd,mq be a color-squarefree shifted order ideal. Then the balanced
squeezed complex ∆balpUq and the complex ∆˜ obtained by color-shifting it have the same Z-
graded Betti numbers.
Proof. By Corollary 5.11, the ideals I∆balpUq and ginăpI∆balpUqq have the same Z
d- and thus the
same Z-graded Betti numbers. Since U is color-squarefree shifted by assumption, the ideal
IpUq and so gin
ă
pI∆balpUqq are strongly color-stable monomial ideals. Thus the main result,
Theorem 0.1, in [Mur08] gives that gin
ă
pI∆balpUqq and the Stanley-Reisner ideal of ∆˜ have the
same Z-graded Betti numbers. 
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